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Letter to the Editor

Toxicity and Carcinogenic Potency
Leslie Bernstein,“) Lois S. Gold,(2) Bruce N. Arnes,(’) Malcolm C. Pike,(3) and David G.
As we pointed out in our paper, there may well
be a biological explanation for the observed relationship between carcinogenic potency and toxicity. As
we stated:

In our recent paper,‘’) we called attention to
some of the points raised by Wlupple and by Zeise,
Crouch, and Wilson. Our interest in this subject
developed as we began analyzing our database of
animal carcinogenesis bioas~ays.(*~~)In
our analyses,
we used as a measure of carcinogenic potency, the
TD,,, defined as the dose rate (in mg/kg/body
wt/day) which, if administered chronically for a
standard period, would halve the probability of an
animal remaining tumorless. By analogy with LD,,,
the TD,, is that daily dose which would induce
tumors in half of the animals that would have remained tumor-free at zero dose. We demonstrated
that the potency of a carcinogen is restncted to an
approximately thirty-fold range, about the maximum
dose tested in the experiment in the absence of 100%
tumor incidence in treated animals.
The maximally tolerated doses (MTDs) of chemicals tested in chronic animal bioassays span a range
of seven orders of magnitude, and these doses are
highly correlated between rats and mice. These fact,
together with the restricted range of potency about
the MTD, (1) account for hgh correlations in
carcinogenic potency between rats and mice, and (2)
provide a statistical basis for the relationship between
potency values and MTDs. One would expect to
observe a similar relationship between carcinogenic
potency (TD,,) and LD,,, qssuming that the acute
and the chronic toxic doses are related.

If some compounds were highly carcinogenic compared
with their MTDs, then we would expect to observe 100%(or
at least very high) incidence rates at all of the experimental
dose levels. This was not seen with the compounds under
study. If the saturation of a metabolic activation process
was involved, the dose response might plateau. From our
database we observed that approximately 10% of the
dose-response functions were sublinear, indicating possible
saturation. For the compounds in whch this was observed,
it was, however, generally not replicated in other target sites
in the same experiment. in the other sex of the same species,
or in other species.”
“

“Biologically it may indeed be the case that TD,, and the
MTD are closely related!4’ Tissue damage with cell killing
and consequent cell proliferation has been shown to be
important in the promotion of liver tumors and possibly
other tumors as ~ e 1 1 . ( ~Therefore,
.~)
a single mutagenic
compound given at tissue-damaging doses (near the MTD)
can act as its own promoter as well as initiator. Thus, if cell
killing shows an apparent threshold with dose, as is the case
for several carcinogens in the liver.”’ then the carcinogenic
potency near the MTD might be expected to be much
greater than at non-toxic doses.”

We would like to call attention to another reference (*) that supports the view that cell proliferation
may enhance tumorigenesis in the pancreas, again
emphasizing a plausible mechanism for a relationship
between toxicity and carcinogenic potency. Human
cancer is llkely to be multicausal, as we are not
generally taking in large doses of single chemical near
the toxicity level. Thus, understanding the promotional risk factors for human cancer may be as important as understanding the initiating agents.
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